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Code Pack Price
LZ50564 200mL  £141.00
LZ50562 1L  £307.00

Code Description Pack Price
LZ50202 Agarose 25g  £368.00
LZ56015 Agarose IEF plates pH 3 - 10 6 plates  £307.00
LZ56018 Agarose IEF plates pH 6 - 10.5 6 plates  £403.00
LZ56024 Agarose IEF plates pH 7 - 11 6 plates  £307.00
LZ56010 IEF plate accessory pack Bulk  £252.00
LZ56014 IEF plate accessory pack Sufficient for six plates  £76.00

Lonza IsoGel™ Agarose
IsoGel™ Agarose is a highly purified agarose specifically manufactured for isoelectric 
focusing (IEF). It has no measurable EEO due to a manufacturing process which minimises 
fixed anions and mobile cations. IsoGel™ Agarose IEF Plates are sufficiently rigid to be 
cast in vertical tubes in addition to vertically molded and horizontally open cast thin 
gels. Precast plates provide rapid and reproducible isoelectric focusing of proteins up 
to 2000kDa. These plates are specifically designed for the analysis of antibodies. Each 
precast gel is supported on GelBond® Film to provide easy handling and excellent 
dimensional stability throughout its post IEF processing. A convenient gel size of 125 x 100 
mm fits most IEF chambers. After focusing, the proteins can be quickly transferred from 
the agarose gel to a membrane, stained in situ, or detected by antibodies within 1 hour.

Lonza SYPRO® Ruby Gel Stain
SYPRO® Ruby Protein Gel Stain is highly sensitive, simple to use fluorescent stain that can 
accurately quantitate protein expression levels, and is compatible with standard fluorescent 
visualisation systems and downstream identification techniques such as mass spectrometry. 
Supplied in a ready-to-use, single reagent format. The 1L size stains approximately 20 
minigels or 2 large 2D gels. The 5L size is provided in a box with a spigot for dispensing.

Code Pack Price
LZ50640 250mL  £107.00

Lonza Gel Slick™ Solution
Gel Slick™ solution is a non toxic, easy-to-use alternative to standard silane-based 
coatings. It can be applied safely at the bench - no need to work in a fume hood. One 
application lasts for several electrophoresis runs. Gel Slick™ Solution is also useful for 
other surface treatments (e.g. coating microcentrifuge tubes).

Code Pack Price
LZBE51200 1L  £8.68
LZBE51223 10L  £110.00
LZBE51224 20L  £119.00

Lonza Molecular Biology Water
Lonza’s AccuGENE™ molecular biology water can be used in a wide variety of molecular 
biology applications.

• Manufactured according to strict quality control standards to ensure lot-to-lot consistency
• Guaranteed DNase, RNase and protease free for sensitive research applications
• Assured sterility
• Applications include PCR and 2D electrophoresis




